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Contactless Switching of a RF CBRAM Switch
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Abstract

This paper proposes a method to wirelessly rewrite the
CBRAM switches for chipless RFID tag IDs. The contact-
less driving of the CBRAM switch is achieved by inductive
coupling between a writer coil and a tag coil. On the writer
side, a voltage pulse is generated on a coil which induces
a varying electromotive force across another coil which is
connected to the CBRAM (device part). Numerical analy-
sis and circuit simulations were performed to confirm that
pulse waves are thus induced in the device coil and it allows
to switch the CBRAM. In addition, experimental results
showed that the CBRAM was successfully switched from
the On state to the Off state by applying multiple pulses to
the writer coil.

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the increase in Internet-of-things (IoT)
devices and the proliferation of Radio-frequency identifica-
tion (RFID) barcodes, a lot of research and development
on chipless RFID has been conducted [1]. Chipless RFID
is based on the principle of backscattering communication
technique. Like the barcode, the information is contained
in the shape of the pattern printed on a label with the dif-
ference that these patterns must be conductive. Based on a
radar principle operated in RF, it is the wave backscattered
by the label that contains the ID of the tag and which, once
recovered by the reader, will be analysed to trace the tag
ID. Chipless RFID is essentially low-cost because it does
not require a chip and can be manufactured using only a
printing process. Therefore, chipless RFID is suitable for
applications that use a large number of tags, such as bar-
codes and IoT devices.

On the other hand, conventional chipless RFID has a lim-
itation because once the tag is printed, the information is
written into the tag and it cannot be rewritten after man-
ufacturing. Therefore, like for the barcodes, if the tag in-
formation needs to be changed, another chipless RFID has
to be manufactured. The ability to modify the tag infor-
mation with a write, rewrite function is something that has
been awaited over the past decade and would significantly
increase the life of the tags while reducing the environmen-
tal impact. Therefore, the concept of a rewritable chipless

Figure 1. Structure of CBRAM and filament formation
controlled by voltage.

tag has been introduced [2]. The challenge here is to have a
RF switch that controls the tag ID, without any chips, bat-
teries or electronic components. CBRAM technology was
used to make the very first rewritable chipless tags. Then,
rewritable chipless RFID tags operating up to 10 GHz have
been introduced [3]. In addition, 25 cycles of On/Off state
have been reached and these switches have also been inte-
grated in filters and antennas to increase their functionali-
ties [2]. However, the CBRAM’s electrodes have to be in
contact to DC probes when writing, which is costly, and
the electrodes get deteriorated due to the contact. In addi-
tion, when a rectangular loop scatterer is used to encode the
ID, the conventional writing method using probes required
cutting the metallic loop to prevent DC short-circuit issue
during writing [2].

For all these reasons, a contactless solution would greatly
facilitate the development of the rewritable chipless RFID.
Therefore, contactless writing of chipless RFID tag is pro-
posed in this study. This is achieved by inducing multi-
ple pulses into the CBRAM with the use of two inductively
coupled coils. By using short pulses, contactless writing
can be achieved without connecting the CBRAM electrode
to a signal generator and without cutting the scatterer. In
section II, the basic principle of rewritable chipless RFID
using CBRAM is explained. A novel writing method of
CBRAM is proposed in section III and the experimental
results are shown in section IV. Finally, a conclusion is pre-
sented in section V.

2 Rewritable Chipless RFID based on
CBRAM

CBRAM is a technology used in resistive memory [4] and
the stacking of layers used in this study is shown in Fig. 1.
In general, CBRAM has two electrodes made of inert and
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Figure 2. Direct current (DC) pulses used with CBRAM
cells in a classical writing method [5].

active metal. In this study, the 2-dimentional implementa-
tion is made with two electrodes : one active in copper and
one inert in aluminium. Between the two electrodes, Nafion
is inserted as an ion conductive layer. When a positive volt-
age is applied to the active electrode, some ions Cu+ are
detached from the Cu electrode and migrate toward the Al
electrode. Once arrived at the level of the aluminum elec-
trode, the Cu+ ions are reduced which gradually forms a
copper filament. Once this conductive filament connects
the two electrodes, the CBRAM becomes in the On state,
describing a conducting state with a very low resistance.
On the other hand, when a negative voltage is applied, the
filament is broken, forming an open state, and the resis-
tance of the CBRAM increases. When the two electrodes
are connected directly to DC probes [2, 3], the signal gen-
erated to switch On the CBRAM cell is typically a continus
ramp voltage from 0 V to 10 V. On the contrary, to switch
Off the CBRAM, DC voltage around -20 V was used. Fig.
2 shows the evolution in time of these two signals used so
far to control the state of the switch.

In this research, a contactless switching of CBRAM switch
is proposed and the configuration of the writing circuit is
shown in Fig. 3(a). We note that trying to switch the
CBRAM cell remotely completely modifies the control sig-
nals, in fact it is no longer possible to use DC signals like
those shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, it is not possible to impose
this same type of voltage in a non-contact way, at best it
is possible to send short voltage pulses through inductive
coupling to achieve the control of the switch. This demon-
stration is at the heart of this paper, where the objective
is to show a new approach to remotely control a CBRAM.
Therefore, we focused on the use of a set of pulses to switch
the CBRAM.

3 Principle of contactless writing with pulses

To validate the proposed approach, a numerical analysis has
first been conducted. Then, circuit simulations were done
using a full wave EM simulator.

3.1 Numerical analysis

With the two coupled coils shown in Fig. 3, the circuit
equation can be expressed in terms of differential equations

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Proposed writing circuit. (b) Equivalent cir-
cuit of the writing circuit.

Table 1. Parameters of the circuit

Parameters Value [mm]
R1,R2,R3 8.8e-6, 8.8e-6, 50 [Ω]

L1,L2 79.4, 79.4 [nH]
M 60.2 [nH]

Width of pulse 65 [ps]
Amplitude of pulse 6 [V]

as follows:{
R1i1 +L1

di1
dt +M di2

dt = E(t)
(R2 +R3)i2 +L2

di2
dt +M di1

dt = 0.
(1)

In (1), i1 and i2 are the current at the writer coil and the tag
coil. R1 and R2 are the resistances of the writer coil and the
tag coil. R3 is the resistance of the CBRAM. L1 and L2 are
the self inductances of the writer coil and the tag coil. M is
the mutual inductance between the writer coil and the tag
coil. E(t) is the pulse-wave voltage. Since it is difficult to
solve (1) analytically, they were solved numerically. Initial
conditions and various parameters are set as shown in the
Table 1.

To obtain the values of the parameters given in Table 1, a
first simulation on an electromagnetic solver (CST Magne-
tostatic Solver) was performed. A coil radius of 16 mm,
wire diameter of 0.5 mm and a distance between the two
coils of 0.5 mm have been considered in the simulation as
seen in Fig. 4. The number of turns at the tag and the
writer is limited to 1 to be able to implement the coil on a
single layer printed circuit board in the future, i.e. a config-
uration compatible with the manufacture of a chipless tag.
The resistances of coils, R1 and R2 have been derived by
ρl/A, where ρ is electrical resistivity of copper, l is the
length of a coil and A is the cross-sectional area of a coil.
The inductances, L1 and L2 and the mutual inductance, M
are calculated by the electromagnetic simulator. With these
values, the differential equations (1) were solved numeri-
cally with Mathematica and the result is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Coil models in CST.

Figure 5. Simulation from (1) of the voltage at the termi-
nals of the tag coil (Output voltage) when a pulse (Input
voltage E(t)) is applied to the writer coil (cf. Fig.3).

This result shows that a positive pulse voltage is induced
at the CBRAM terminals when a positive pulse voltage is
applied at the writer coil. This indicates the possibility of
obtaining a voltage of the order of 1 V on the CBRAM side
and therefore potentially being able to change its state.

3.2 Full wave simulation

Although the differential equations assumed that the coil
parameters were constant and independent of frequency,
this is quite far from practice. In fact, they depend on fre-
quency because parasitic capacitors at the coils exist and
skin depth resistance values also depend on the frequency.
Furthermore, input pulse waves occupy a wide frequency
band and are therefore affected by frequency characteristics
of the coils. To evaluate the induced voltage including the
effect of the frequency dependences, the writer coil and the
CBRAM coil were designed on the electromagnetic simu-
lator FEKO using the same parameters of the coils shown in
Fig. 4. FEKO is based on the method of moments (MoM),
and s2p from 100 kHz to 10 GHz was extracted from the
simulations.

The S matrix thus obtained as a function of frequency was
used in a temporal solver in order to consider a pulse exci-
tation and to simulate the induced voltage at the CBRAM
in order to compare these results with those of section 3.1.
The pulse excitation was calculated by a circuit simulator in
CST using the S matrix file extracted from VNA measure-
ment. The results are shown in Fig. 6. This results show
that the voltage induced at the CBRAM terminals oscillates
compared to the results obtained in section 3.1 where con-
stant parameters in frequency where considered. However,

Figure 6. Input pulse voltage and induced voltage using
simulated s2p and measured s2p.

Figure 7. Peak of the induced voltage (CBRAM terminal)
when changing the distance between coils.

a pulse voltage with the same sign as the input voltage is
obtained on the CBRAM side with a magnitude of about
1 V. Fig. 7 shows the peak of the induced voltage when
changing the distance between the writer coil and the tag
coil. From this graph, it can be seen that the closer the dis-
tance, the higher the induced voltage is.

4 Measurement Results

4.1 Measurements of the induced voltage

Before the experiment using a CBRAM cell, S-parameters
of the two coils (the 2 ports devise shown in Fig. 8) have
been measured with a network analyzer, FieldFox N9918A,
Keysight from 100 kHz to 10 GHz. In parallel as pre-
viously explained, the output of a pulse generator, Model
3500D, Picosecond Pulse Labs has been measured with a
12-GHz band oscilloscope, DSO91204A, Keysight. With
the S-parameters and the measurement in time of the pulse
generator, the induced voltage at the CBRAM terminal have
been obtained with FEKO has explained in section 3.2. A
equivalent CBRAM resistance value of 50 ohm has been
considered. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 6. Al-
though the induced wave in the measurments is different
from that obtained in full simulation, the absolute value of
the positive peak is higher than that of the negative one.
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Figure 8. Experimental environment with implemented
coils and CBRAM.

4.2 Contactless switching of CBRAM

To verify whether the contactless switching of CBRAM is
possible, experiments are conducted with the pulse gener-
ator. This pulse generator is capable of generating pulses
width of 65 ps and it was set to generate 1000 pulses per
second. The pulse generator was connected to the writer
coil to induce a pulse voltage at the CBRAM as shown in
Fig. 8. In the experiments, the resistance of the CBRAM
switch was measured with a source meter, Keithley, Model
2450 to confirm whether it is turned Off with pulses input
to the writer coil. The pulse generator, writer coil, tag coil,
and CBRAM were connected as shown in Fig. 8. The coils
were made by winding wire around a cylinder with a radius
of 16 mm and a wire diameter was 0.5 mm as shown in Fig.
8. The distance between the coils is a few hundreds of µm.
The CBRAM used in the experiments is shown in Fig. 8.
The CBRAM was made of a copper/Nafion/Al structure as
shown in Fig. 1, with 600-nm thickness of Nafion and 500-
nm thickness of aluminum stacked on a RO4003 substrate.

After it was confirmed that the CBRAM switch was turned
Off, a ramp voltage as shown in Fig. 2 was applied to the
CBRAM to turn it On again. On the other hand, the tran-
sition from the On to the Off state is carried out using the
contactless method induced here, namely the use of pulses.
This cycle Off to On (with voltage ramp) and On to OFF
(with pulses) was repeated three times, with pulses output
from the pulse generator for 60 seconds each time. The re-
sult of the experiments is shown in Fig. 9. This result shows
that the resistance of the CBRAM is clearly increased by
the pulse waveform. This indicates that the CBRAM was
switched from the On state to the Off state by the pulse
waveform, which means that the CBRAM on the tag can be
switched Off wirelessly.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we solved the problem that CBRAM RF
switches used in rewritable chipless RFID can only be
rewritten by electrode contact. When contactless rewriting

Figure 9. Switching results of CBRAM with pulse waves.

can be achieved, the cost of writing and the risk of dam-
age of the tag can be reduced. The proposed method solved
is based on the use of two coupled coils and an ultra short
pulse excitation. First, we confirmed by numerical analysis
and circuit simulation that a pulse-shaped induced voltage
can be generated at the CBRAM terminals when a Gaus-
sian pulse is input to the writer coil. Then, we experimen-
tally confirmed that the CBRAM can be switched from the
On state to the Off state by inputting a pulse voltage to the
writer coil multiple times with a pulse generator. In the fu-
ture, we plan to confirm the contactless switching of the
CBRAM from the On state to the Off state.
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